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MESSAGE FROM THE NATIONAL CHAIRMAN

It is my pleasure and that of the entire Management Board and staff of Ushuru Sacco to convey New
Year greetings to all members. I welcome all of you to this year’s members’ education. I appreciate the
efforts that all of us have put in ensuring that the just ended year was a success for the entire Ushuru
Sacco fraternity.
I am happy to report that all our programs for the year 2014 were rolled out successfully and on time.
The members’ education, delegates’ elections, delegates meeting and payment of dividends and
interest on members deposits were all a success. I also note that the Society has continued to grow in
Asset base and last year, we hit the Ksh 2 billion mark. The return on members’ savings has also been
on a steady and sustainable growth and we can only hope for better results in future.
The economy was fairly stable in the year 2014 due to decreased political activity compared to the year
2013. This offered us conducive environment for business. Key to note was the success of Eurobond
issue making the central bank ease pressure on commercial bank lending rates, which largely went
down. This has an effect on Sacco business as members have access to fairly cheaper credit elsewhere
as compared to the previous years. We do note that even with this development, Sacco loans have still
remained cheaper. This notwithstanding, we are keenly monitoring this and will respond as circumstances may require.
From an internal perspective, we have continued to ensure that our members get the best in terms of
quality service. Our key area of focus is the loan turnaround time, which we have maintained at 2 days.
We are also increasingly getting members input in what we do through regular questionnaires and
other feedback mechanisms. Our customer relations feedback has scored very positively and we hope
to continue in that direction. We are also working very hard to ensure our capital structure is sound
and in line with the required prudential standards. Our membership growth strategy is also on course,
having opened our common bond.
Our education theme for this year is investing for the future. We all acknowledge the sacrifices we
make on a month by month basis to put aside our hard earned earnings’ as savings with the society.
The Society recognizes that there are other options available out there to put this money to good use,
and therefore, we have to ensure that these savings you put with the society make financial sense to
you. On the other hand, the society affords members an opportunity for fairly cheaper credit. Our
experience is that 95% of the loans that we give out to members are in the development category. The
question is whether this money is ventured in the right place. The new Investment co-operative is also
now in place and it is an opportunity we have at our hands to ensure our future prosperity.
I conclude by urging our active participation in Sacco activities this being one of them. I wish you
fruitful discussions and a prosperous new year ahead.
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
Introduction
Co-operatives are generally coined from the perspective of social enterprise. People with a common
shared interest come together, pool their resources for the economic gain of all the individual
members. The broader objective is always to improve the social welfare and general livelihood of the
individual members.
In order to achieve this goal, there has to be some economic return on the resources pooled together
by these members or the services accessed by members from their co-operative. These returns are not
possible without engagement in some investment activity. This therefore means that co-operative
societies are in themselves vehicles for investment.

Why investment?
From a financial perspective, investment is simply putting money into an asset or venture or entity
with the expectation of capital appreciation, dividends, and/or interest earnings. This is a very familiar
scenario in the co-operative set up. When you invest, you are able to among other things:
1. Focus and get control of your life
2. Become financially independent
3. Support personal causes
4. Avoid missed opportunities
5. Attain your goals

The Co-operative
As a co-operative society, Ushuru Sacco provides the following options to enable members drive their
investment goals for future prosperity:
1. Equity
2. Savings
3. Credit
4. Investment Co-operative.

Equity
This the value of an ownership interest in property or an entity .It Includes shareholders’ stake in a
business. Equity or shareholders´ equity is part of the total capital of a business entity. In Ushuru Sacco
context, this is the share capital.
The current practice in the co-operative sector is that Societies must ensure they have adequate
capital to support their business. Members are therefore required to have a minimum amount as share
capital and this varies from every co-operative society. In Our case, the minimum is 500 shares of Kshs
20 each, translating to a total of Ksh 10,000/=. Members are however free to buy as many shares as
they are able to, as long as it does not exceed 1/5 (one fifth ) of the paid up share capital as required
under section 15 of the co-operative societies act.
The benefit members will get from these include good returns by way of dividends or bonuses.
Currently, our pay out rate is in excess of 10% and we focus better results on this. With a lot of focus
being put on this area by the regulator, members are encouraged to take the early bird advantage and
buy more shares from the Society.
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Savings
An investment simply means that you’ve put aside a resource for future use with the hopes of gaining
a return on that money. Investment proponents will argue that your "savings" are usually put into the
safest places or products that allow you access your money at any time, with very low returns. This is
where the whole difference between opening a bank savings account and saving with the co-operative lies. Whereas the banks will reward you with no more than 4% per annum returns on your savings
account, Ushuru Sacco interest on savings is way above 10% per annum returns.
The small challenge that has been with co-operative savings is that it takes a little longer to access the
same. Currently, the law stipulates 60 days. This was put on a general assumption that these savings
are in circulation in the hands of other members as loans and requires a bit of time to have them
available for withdrawal. This however depends on cash flow management and varies from society to
society. In the Case of Ushuru Sacco, our strength is on prudent cash flow management. Therefore, as
long as the member has no outstanding loan guarantees and or any other compelling liabilities, they
can always access their savings on request. It must however be noted that in order to cultivate a
savings culture in the co-operative sector, partial withdrawal of savings is prohibited by law.
As discussed during the year 2014 members’ education, Ushuru Sacco has two savings options i.e.
Ordinary Monthly share deposits and Investment savings. The investment savings is accessible on
demand. We have put the same on the M-sacco withdrawal platform and are looking forward to
making it even easier to access and was developed as an alternative to the ordinary savings which
operates strictly on the guidelines of the law. More information on this can be found on the brochures
and fliers separately circulated and also on the Sacco website.
In the recent past, the Sacco has witnessed a very positive savings culture, with members savings
moving from Ksh 750 million five years ago to Ksh 1.8 billion as at the end of the year 2014.This is an
increase of over Ksh1 billion over this short period. Out of the entire membership of 4500 as at end of
the year 2014, a total of 41 members have accumulated over Kshs 2 million shillings in savings whereas
a total of 255 members have between Ksh 1 million to Ksh 2 million. This is attributed to the
overwhelming confidence the members have in the co-operative as a result of good service levels and
good returns on this saving from the Society. This therefore is a good reason to encourage the rest of
us to save more.

Credit
A number of times, investment opportunities may come along the way but you are not in a position
to raise the initial investment cost. Credit comes in handy in such circumstances. Credit is the trust
which allows one party to provide resources to another party where that second party does not
reimburse the first party immediately but instead arranges either to repay or return those resources at
a later date.
There may be many kinds of credit but in this context, we will restrict our discussion to loans. In a loan,
the borrower initially receives or borrows an amount of money, called the principal, from the lender,
and is obligated to pay back or repay an equal amount of money to the lender at a later time. The loan
is generally provided at a cost, referred to as interest on the debt, which provides an incentive for the
lender to engage in the loan.
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Ushuru Sacco loans are legal loans enforced by a contract.
This normally comes by way of the loan applicant completing a loan application and agreement form, which is then
guaranteed and witnessed for ease of legal enforcement.
Thereafter, the form is submitted to the office, appraised
and if the member qualifies, disbursed within 2 working
days. More information on Ushuru Sacco loans is on
separate Brochures and fliers and also the Sacco website.
According to the Society records, over 95% of members who take loans opt for Normal loans.
Ordinarily normal loans are meant for long term projects. Money put in a long term project with
expectations for returns is an investment. Since borrowing to invest comes with its own challenges, it
is prudent to ensure you have enough income from other sources such as a secure salary, or you have
extra funds you can use to top up your loan if there is a significant drop in the market. Also ensure you
understand and accept the risks of unpredictable, volatile investments. Make sure you can still afford
the loan repayments if rates go up by say 2% or even 4% per year. If the repayments get too expensive,
you could be forced to sell some of your investment in a hurry, which may not be at a good time in the
market cycle
The following are critical when making a decision to use borrowed money for investment:
a. How does the investment fit into your overall plan? Be certain the investments you make with
borrowed funds will get you closer to those objectives
b. Keep in mind that you have to repay the amount you borrow and make interest payments even if
you are losing money on your investment.
c. Ask yourself if you can afford to lose what you have put up to back the loan (the collateral).
d. Ensure you understand all the terms of the loan arrangement
e. Have a plan for covering your borrowing costs – even if your investment is losing value
f. Recognize all the risks, especially those explained to you by our officers.
g. Take a holistic approach, including informing the society about any loans you have.
h. Your guarantors should always be safe. Ensure you pay up your loans promptly.

Investment Co-operative
Co-operative societies like any other legal entity are registered to perform specific activities. These
activities are always spelt out in the objective clause of all entities. Ushuru Sacco is a savings and credit
co-operative society. Its objective is to accumulate savings from members and advance the same back
to them as credit at affordable interest rates.
With the ever increasing investment opportunities, it became compelling to register an investment
co-operative society with an objective of undertaking among other things; investment in listed shares,
real estate, fixed deposits and any other viable investments. Ushuru Investment co-operative was
therefore formally registered on 3rd July 2013.
The society is young and is struggling to find its feet. The Society held its first Annual general meeting
on 9th August 2014 where it officially took off. We are urging members of Ushuru Sacco to take advantage of this early window to register so as to enjoy on early benefits.
.
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In order to join you need to meet the following criteria:
1. Should be Ushuru SACCO members.
2. Other employees of K.R.A are accepted.
3. Employees of Ushuru Investment Co-operative.
4. Any other member as approved by the Annual Delegates Meeting.
Members are required to make the following payments.
1. Entrance fees of Kshs. 5,000/=.payable at once through check off or cash.
2. Accumulate at least 300 shares of Kshs. 200 each. This can be done through check off or cash.
Members have the option of one off payment or in a maximum of six months installments.
3. A minimum of Kshs. 3,000 per month as monthly deposit when minimum shares have been paid up.
Similarly a member can opt to make payments through check off or cash.
4. For more information on membership and contributions, please visit our website at www.ushuru
sacco.com

Objectives
The objectives for which the Investment Co-operative is established among others are:1. To invest members’ contributions in prudently identified ventures in order to maximize the return on
their investment.
2. To acquire, lease, or otherwise dispose of the building(s) and other fixed properties as necessary.
3. To purchase, take on lease or exchange, hire or otherwise acquire any movable or immovable
property.
4. To improve, manage, develop, and turn to account, grant rights or privileges in respect of or
otherwise deal with any of the property, rights and privileges of the society.

Products
In the short run, the Society intends to ensure socio economic value addition to the members by
offering the following products:
- Buying and selling of plots
Over the years, Ushuru Sacco has assisted
them to acquire land at strategic locations
around the country at attractive, below the
market prices. Ushuru investment co-operative will take over this role , and using the
already existing economies of scale and
power of numbers through its current and
potential members
identify , purchase,
subdivide and make available for sale to
members and none members. Members will
of course enjoy below market rates whereas
non members are assured of competitive
rates.
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- Investment in real estate
Real estate is fast becoming a key investment
opportunity for co-operative societies and
their members. Investment in real estate
improves the social welfare of members by
offering an opportunity for affordable decent
housing and investment opportunity. This is
also a sure income stream for the co-operative
society and members are assured of good
returns on their investments in the investment co-operatives.

Financing of projects
It is important to clarify that Ushuru investment co-operative shall not engage in direct lending of
money to members for the purchase of plots or real estate property. This is outside the core mandate
of the society and therefore legally prohibited.
However, there exists a wide range of alternatives available for members. Members may acquire such
property or land through:
1. Personal savings
2. Loans from the Sacco, or any other financial institution.
3. Arranged Property financing schemes including mortgages.
The investment co-operative may however enter into partnerships and arrangements with financial
institutions to offer these services at affordable rates.
Upon identification of property, those not able to raise the full amount are required to pay up a deposit
amount which will be determined by the Board. The monthly savings deposit will come in handy for
this.
The 300 shares of Ksh 200 each shall remain core capital and the stake of each and every fully paid up
member of the Investment co-operative. Members are eligible to purchase more as this is the
minimum requirement.
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Frequently Asked Questions about the UIC?

What is UIC?
Ushuru investment Co-operative is a fully-fledged Investment society registered under the co-operative act whose main mandate is to carry out investment activities

Why UIC?
UIC will assist members in the entire process of identifying, purchasing and securing title to some of
the best parcels of real property in areas poised for massive growth as per current developments.
The UIC will therefore also engage in real estate development including developing of land, constructing and marketing of the same, serving members with total dedication, commitment, and focused
purpose while maintaining the highest standards of excellence

How is UIC different from Ushuru Sacco?
The main purpose of registering the UIC is to provide alternative investment options to members,
which the Sacco could not adequately provide without affecting its core business of savings and
credit.

What types of Investments will the UIC venture into?
- Investment in real estate
- Investment in Fixed deposit
- Investing in Shares at the Nairobi bourse(Nairobi Securities Exchange)
- Any other viable investment option approved by Members

How will members Benefits from the UIC?
- Members benefit from substantially reduced property costs
- Receive dividends on profit realized from U.I.C. activities
- Preferential terms on allocation and purchase of land and/ or houses compared to non-members.
- Priority allocation to members for land and housing development undertaken by U.I.C.
- Immediate Notification on all new projects
- Due diligence on lands at the highest level of expertise
- First priorities on all our projects

How will members acquire these products?
- Cash payments
- Loans from the Sacco
- External Financer
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

The year 2014 was indeed a successful one, with minimal challenges. The business environment was
good and we cashed on the same to ensure the members get the best out of their investments in the
co-operative. Our members have been indeed our pillar and we recognize this with a lot of appreciation. We continue to receive lots of compliments and far much reduced complains and we take this as
a motivating factor to serve our members even better. Below are highlights of what my office would
wish to share with you as far as the operation of the society is concerned.

Strategic partnerships
The Society continues to appreciate the dynamic needs and expectation of members in terms of
products and services offered to them. We recognize that on our own, we are not able to meet all
these expectations at any given time. The need to attract new members and retain existing ones is our
priority. This can only be achieved when the services offered by the society match those in the wider
market. Towards this end, we are working closely with partners like Safaricom and CIC on M-Sacco and
Sacco Assurance respectively. We look forward to bringing more on board so that the quality of
members’ service can be improved.

Marketing and Outreach
One of the key strategies of the government in co-operative societies remains marketing and
outreach. In the recent past, we introduced a marketing department to help drive this goal. In the last
one year, our focus has been member recruitment and bringing more employers to our common
bond. This has fared on well so far. Being a new department, and given our size, our major challenge
remain limited resources which we have to work within as this has constrained the speed with which
we had hoped to move in the short run. It is our hope that this will be mitigated in the long run.

Communication and feed back
We have continued to work on and improve on our communication and feedback. We are fast adopting technology based channels. Our interactive website and e-mails have been actively used in the
past. We recognize that social media is a powerful tool of communication and outreach in the world
today. We have a very active social media platform both on Facebook and Twitter. Members are urged
to subscribe in order not to miss out on the activities the society is/will engage in. We are also working
out a bulk sms module which we hope to roll out soon.

Next of Kin Forms
Members are reminded to complete and /or update their next of kin details for our record purposes.
This form stipulates to whom the society shall pay any savings due to a deceased member. The form is
mandatory and a requirement under section39 of the Co-operative Societies Act (Cap 490A) Laws of
Kenya. Further, courts have ruled that members’ savings in co-operative societies are not subject to the
law of succession, giving more reason why members should take every step to complete this form. We
have noted that quite a number of members’ next of kin details are either lacking or not up to date.
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Areas discussed in the year 2014

The following areas were highlighted in the year 2014 education exercise, but which members still appear to
have difficulty:
Risk Management Fund
The Society operates a Risk Management Fund which covers member’s loans in case of death or permanent
incapacitation. In addition, the SACCO gives Kshs 30,000/= from this fund as burial and benevolent cash
incase a member dies. A monthly contribution of Kshs 300/= is made by all members to this fund. In case a
member is withdrawing from the society half of this amount is refundable back to the member.
Cut off Dates for Check off.
The SACCO Cut of date for all check-off variations is the 4th day of every month. This is to ensure that such
changes are processed and submitted to the various payrolls on time. We plead utmost indulgence from
members on this as the employer is not flexible at all when it comes to cut off dates. Check off forms received
after the cut-off date shall be processed and submitted to various payrolls in the subsequent month.
Excess (erroneous) deductions
The society continues to strive to ensure that member are not deducted what is not rightfully due from
them, either in form of share deposits, loan deductions or any other payments. However, it is not practically
possible to reduce this to zero. This due to a number of factors, for example, management of payroll data is
with the respective employers and thus absolutely out of control of the SACCO. However, where such
wrongful deductions have been detected, members are requested to lay claim to the same as soon as they
can. The claims should be accompanied by the most current pay slips bearing the deductions. Such refunds
shall then be channeled to the respective members’ accounts within two days from the date of receipt of the
claim.
Correspondences
We continue to advice members that correspondences with the office relating to membership services
should be addressed to the National Chairman of the SACCO. Administrative correspondences should be
addressed to The Chief Executive Officer. The correspondences should bear member number or employment numbers for reference and signature of the author. E-mail correspondences are accepted subject to
telephone confirmations from the office.
Cash payments and standing orders
A number of members make direct payments to the bank either in cash or through standing orders, either
to accelerate their loan repayments or to enhance their savings. This is an acceptable and commendable
gesture. Upon making such payments, members should submit the pay in slips to the nearest SACCO office
so that their records are correctly updated. This should be done as soon as the deposits are made or not later
than the 4th day after the end of the month. Late submissions results into accumulation of un-reconciled
deposits which may be costly for the SACCO as has been witnessed in the past. A minimal penalty will be
levied of such late submissions as may be determined by the Board from time to time.
Share boosting
A number of members continue to make cash injections with the intention of an immediate loan. The policy
is that such injections take 3 months to mature and qualify for loan. In case of urgent need arising, the Board
should be notified of the same in writing thereafter which consideration shall be made on a case by case
basis.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Trophies won during the Annual
Ushirika Day held on 5th July 2014

Ushirika day Awards
During the International co-operatives day (Ushirika day ) Celebrated in July 2014, the Society won
awards and recognitions in the following areas:

Category

Position

- Best loan services in the parastatal sector
- Lowest Expenditure in parastatal sector
- Highest Average Members Savings in the Parastatal sector

2nd
3rd
2nd

Financial Performance
The society has continued to record good performance as highlighted in the table below:

* The percentages in asterisk are computed on weighted average month by month basis based on the
new regulatory requirements.
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Graphical Data Illustration

The above data illustrated graphically is as below:
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Notes
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BRANCH OFFICIALS
Nairobi

Rita Sussan
Treasurer

Dominic Mokaya
Chairman

Caroline Malimba
Secretary

James Kato
Chairman

Mary Mwandoro
Secretary

Mombasa

Cecilia Mwamino
Treasurer

Eldoret

Sarah Dola
Treasurer

Edward Kuria
Chairman

Samuel O. Elisha
Treasurer

Julius O. Awuor
Chairman

Stanley Molenje
Secretary

Kisumu

Dorcas Mwandoe
Secretary

VISION
To be a leading world class preferred and trusted SACCO in
the provision of unique, quality and highly efficient services to members.
MISSION
To provide timely and conveniently innovative, competitive, affordable as well as
accessible products and services
SLOGAN
“Huduma Maradufu’’

Nairobi Office
Forodha House,
off Ngong Road
P O Box 52072-00200,
Nairobi
Tel: 020-2719660

Mombasa Office
Customs House
P. O. Box 90601,
Mombasa
Tel: 020-2170661

Kisumu Office
Customs House
P. O. Box 94,
Kisumu
Tel: 020-2391343

Email: uhurusacco@africaonline.ke

Eldoret Office
Kiptagich House
KRA Offices
P.O. Box 402,
Eldoret
Tel: 053-8015853

